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We do stories that interest, engage and 

enthuse us personally. Because then the spark 

catches. Always with heart, always with care. 

And with a special twist, the extra thought and 

a twinkle in the eye. 

We get feedback every day that proves to us: 

This is what our community appreciates.

Nicola Erdmann, 

Digital Editorial Director
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ICONIST is the luxury and 

l i fest y le  channel  on 

WELT.de.  

2.08 MILLION

UNIQUE USER1

2.81 MILLION

PAGE IMPRESSIONS2

*ICONIST is a self-published portal under www.iconist.de and at the same time a channel of WELT.de.

1 agof daily digital facts, basis: digital WNK 16+ years (61.14 million); single month October2021; retrieved on:08/12/2021
2 IVW November 2021

ICONIST sees itself as a source of inspiration for style 

and quality-conscious users and stands for high-quality 

online journalism and current content with a personal, 

lively touch. Always well researched, always to the point, 

always in an elegant look. 

65%
female

50%
20 – 49 years old

46%
max sat. exam

31%
Income > 4.000 €

69%
are employed

Quelle: 2

85%
willing to pay more

for quality

49%
brand articles of

high quality

29%
attach importance

to branded goods
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ICONIST is the digital destination for open-minded, modern, 

educated people between the ages of 20 and 40 who are 

interested in pop culture, luxury and lifestyle. They expect 

smart, entertaining reporting on current topics from their lives 

and opt for quality - both in their choice of reading and in their 

private life purchasing decisions. 

ICONIST is particularly appreciated by the younger and more 

feminine WELT readership, who seek inspiration away from 

influencers, typical "women's magazines" or pure fashion blogs. 

Core age: mid 20 to early 40

ICONIST is the high-reach luxury and lifestyle platform of WELT.

ICONIST

TARGET GROUP
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LOGO

Presenting package multiscreen:

A Fireplace plus Billboard (stationary), Medium

Rectangle (multiscreen) and your brand's logo

(multiscreen) are permanently integrated above

each page of the channel1.

Reach: 2.4 million ad impressions / 4 weeks

Price: 95,00€ CPM gross

Be the exclusive presenter in our 

high quality ICONIST Channel!

CONTENT PRESENTING

OFFERS

1other formats on request

LOGO

LOGO


